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generalfencecompany.com
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few modifications. Install 
casters on the feet so it can 
be moved around when nec-
essary. Place butcher block 
wood or stone on top so 
you’ll have a sturdy cutting 
or preparation surface area. 
Hooks hung on the side can 
hold frequently used kitch-
en utensils.

· Changing table: Turn an 
older dresser into a chang-

ing table for a new baby. In 
addition, add a cushioned 
pad and some decorative 
trim to serve as a frame that 
keeps the pad in place. The 
drawers will keep wipes, 
diapers, onesies, and other 
supplies at the ready.

· Bench: Remove the top 
drawers from the dresser. 
Add a piece of plywood to 
make a seat. Use the re-
moved drawer faces on the 

(Continued from Page 5)

The various ways to repurpose dressers

Home improvement proj-
ects are as popular as ever. 
In its 2017 True Cost Sur-
vey, the home improvement 
site HomeAdvisor found 
that, between February 
2016 and February 2017, 
homeowners spent an aver-
age of just over $5,000 on 
home projects. That marked 
a nearly $1,900 increase 
from the year prior, indicat-
ing that homeowners are 
increasingly opening their 
wallets to transform their 
homes.

In addition to spending 
money to improve their 
homes, many homeowners 
are spending their time on 
projects as well. While DIY 
projects can provide a sense 
of fulfillment and personal 
attachment to one’s home, 
prospective do-it-yourself-
ers should ask themselves 
some questions before pick-
ing up their hammers and 
getting to work.

Do I have any 

Questions to ask before embracing DIY
physical limitations?
No matter how much 

home improvement televi-
sion shows may simplify 
projects, prospective DIYers 
should know that such un-
dertakings are typically 
very difficult and oftentimes 
physically demanding. Ho-
meowners with existing 
health conditions or other 
physical limitations may 
not be capable of performing 
certain tasks or may need to 
take frequent breaks, which 
can delay projects.

Do I have the time?
Many home improvement 

projects require a signifi-
cant amount of time to com-
plete. Homeowners whose 
time is already stretched 
thin with commitments to 
work and/or family may not 
be able to complete projects 
within a reasonable amount 
of time. That’s fine if work-
ing on a part of the home 
that won’t affect daily life, 
but can prove stressful or 

problematic if the project is 
in a room, such as a kitchen 
or bathroom, that residents 
of the home use each day. 
Novice DIYers should be es-
pecially honest with them-
selves about the time they 
have available to work on 
the project, as such home-
owners are bound to experi-
ence a few time-consuming 
missteps along the way.

Can I afford it?
While DIY might seem 

more affordable than hir-
ing a contractor, that’s not 
necessarily true. Novice 
DIYers may need to buy or 
rent tools, costs that can 
add up. Contractors already 
have the tools necessary to 
begin and complete proj-
ects, so the cost savings of 
DIY might not be as signifi-
cant as homeowners think. 
Before going the DIY route, 
homeowners should solicit 
estimates from contractors, 
comparing the estimates to 
how much a project will cost 

if homeowners do it them-
selves.

Can I go it alone?
Many home improvement 

projects require more than 
one set of hands, and it’s 
risky and even foolish for 
first-time DIYers to assume 
they can begin a project and 
see it through to completion 
entirely on their own. Ho-
meowners whose spouses, 
partners, friends, or rela-
tives are willing to chip in 
may think that’s enough. 
However, the DIY skills of 
those who volunteer may 
be a mystery until the proj-
ect begins. Novice DIYers 
should enlist the help of a 
friend or family member 
with home improvement ex-
perience. If no such person 
is available, it may be wise 
to hire a contractor instead.

Home improvement proj-
ects may seem simple on 
television. But prospective 
do-it-yourselfers must make 
honest assessments of their 
skills, time and budgets be-
fore taking on a DIY project.

While DIY projects can provide a sense of fulfillment and 
personal attachment to one’s home, prospective do-it-
yourselfers should ask themselves some questions be-
fore picking up their hammers and getting to work.

inside back of the dresser 
since this area will now be 
visible. Paint the entire 
piece or stain it as desired. 
Fashion a cushion for the 
seat, and the bench is ready 
for an entryway or wherever 
you have space.

Before discarding an old 
dresser, think of all the 
ways it can be transformed 
into another useful piece of 
furniture.


